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Basal spacings oI 42 pairs of coexistent muscovite and paragonite fit the regression
equation
d(002),y(paragonite) :

12.250 -

0.2634 d(002)rM(muscovite) + 0.006, in A.

The spacings of individual mica pairs closely reflect the metarnorphic grade as deduced from
independent petrographic evidence (Table 1); the spacings of either white mica, in singlemica rocks, therefore, may be used to monitor the minimum metamorphic grades of these
rocks.
The scatter of the measured points about the fitted curve exceeds uncertainties of
observation. The scatter could be due to several causes:(1) only partial attainment, or total
lack of chemical equilibrium between the two micas, (2) different mica polymorphs in the
various samples, (3) the presence of mixedJayering in one or both micas, and (4) failure
to take other components in the micas into account. Among these, the last explanation
is the most likely. In particular, the presence of the component CaAl:Al:SizOro(OH)z in
paragonite should lead to excessively large spacings in the coexistent muscovite.
Available chemical analyses of u,'hite micas having good r-ray data that are close to
the binary KAlrAlSi3Ol0(OH)rNaAlzAlSiaOro(OH)z(Mu-Pa) yield a regression equation
d(002),M :

10.034 -

0.427Np, (in A)

u'here Npu is the mole fraction of Pa. This equation is consistent with the spacing-spacing
regressionrelation given above. With the aid of intrinsic structure factor calculations for
the binary system, based on Radoslovich's atomic coordinates, the two equations make it
possible to compute the compositions of coexistent muscovite and paragonite which cannot
be mechanically separated. Use of this extrapolatory procedure enables one to obtain improved basal spacing-composition
regression relation for this system. Data currently
available indicate that the volume behavior of the binary system is non-ideal, and the
solvus is asymmetricai with the critical point near Np,,O=.8.
Paragonite may be unstable in sedimentary environments because more hydrous assemblages of equivalent chemical composition have been observed Theoretically, formation of this mineral in schists should be most favoured between the upper biotite and the
lower kyanite zones of metamorphism. However, upon prograde metamorphism of a
quartzose schist, reaction among chlorite, albite and muscovite may lead to a second episode
of paragonite formation just prior to the decomposition of paragonite into the anhydrous
assemblageplagioclase-kyanite.

IsrnooucrtoN
The compositionsof coexistentmuscovite and paragonite have been
studied in recent years by a number of petroiogists(Eugster and Yoder,
I Publication authorized by the Director, U. S. Geological Survey.
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Tnele 1. n(002)zuDlra oN CenxrsrnNrPeneconrroaNo MuscovrrB

No.

1

2
3

Locality

Muscovite,A

PetersburgPass,U S. 9.987
2, west of Williamstown Mass.
Danby, Vermont
9 981
9.975
"Ben Slide" near Herrick Mt , Ira, Vermont

Paragonite,A
9 623

Difiererce

Other minerals
oir

0 364 + .003

in the
,,
assemDBge
choritoid-

MetamotDnrc
-- ----'
zone

Ref

biotite

3

biotite
biotite

1,3

biotite

3

biotite

3

chloritequartz

9 623
9.623

0 3 5 8+ 0 0 2
0.352 0

glatlz-

1

chloriterutile

4

Egremont, Mass.

9 968

9 637

0 3 3 1+ . 0 1 2

chloritoidquartz-

5

Mt Alander, Mt
Washington, Mass

9 963

9.629

0334+

chloritoid-

biotite(?)

003

chloriteqtarLzilmenitetourmaline

6

Copake,N Y.

9.959

9 622

0 337- .005

chloriteqtattz

biotite

3

7

Lincoln Mtn., Vermont

9.959

9 632

0.327+

almandine-

almandine

3

almandine

3

biotite(?)

3

almandine

3

004

chloritoidchloriteilmenitequartz

8

9

Mt. Ashley,Mt Washington, Mass.

9.957

Pittsfield, Mass.

I 956

9 625

0 331- .002

chloriteqt&rtz-

Mt. Ashley, Mt. Washington, Mass.

9 955

9 626

0 329 -

chloritoid-

Heartwellville,Vt
(Harvard Univ. Coll.
no. 9791)

9.950

9 627

0.330 0

chloritoidchloritequartz

hematite

10

11

002

chloriteqtattz

9 623

0 327 -

006

chlorite-

almandine

chloritoidplagioclasealmandinemagnetitequa\tz

12

Hager Mtn., N. C.

9 948

9 632

0 . 3 1 6+ . 0 0 2

Plymouth, Vermont
Ludlow, Vermont
Stratton,Vermont
Mt. Plantain, Mt.
Washington, Mass.

9 948
9 948
9.947
9 946

9 64+
9 646
9 626
9.628

0 304 + 014
0.302+ 016
0 321- 004
0 . 3 1 8- . 0 0 2

Pinney Hollow Plymouth, Vt.

9.945

Pittsfield, Vt.

9 943

quaftz

almandine(?)
kyanite(?)

t4

almandine
almandine
almandine
cbloritoil-

almandine

1
1
1
3

chloriteqtart z

r7

9 626

0 319 -

004

chloritoidchlorite-

biotite(?)
3
almandine(?)

qtartz

18

9 627

0 316-

004

ankerite-

almandine

chloritequartz

19

E. of Mt Everett, Mt.
Washington, Mass.

9.942

9.622

0 . 3 2 0-

009

chloriteilmenitetourmalinequartz

I Actual distance from point to regressionline, in A.

almandine

1,3

T rrl-r. | - (Continued.)

20
21
22
23
24
25
26

Locality

Muscovite,A

Paragonite,A

Sane as no. 17

9 942

9 627

Tiischtal, Zermatt,
Switzerland
NE of Stark Mtn.,
Fayston, Vt.
Athens, Vt.
West Townshend, Vt.
Londonderry, Vt
E of Mt. Everett, Mt,
Washington,Mass

Other

Difierence

0 315- .004

9.637

0.305+

9 941

9 622

0 319- .009

9 941
9 940
9.939
9 938

9 632
9.644
9.626
9.632

0.309 0
O296+ 0r2
0 . 3 1 3- . 0 0 6
0 306 0

9.942

minerals

in the
,,
assemolage

006

chlorite
kyanitequartz
chlorite-

chlorite-

-ryletamolpnlc
zote

biotite(?)
almandine(?)
kyanite

ReI

3
2

almandine(?)
kyanite(?)
kyanite
kyanite
almandine
almandine

3,6

almandine
staurolite
almandine

1
1,3
1,4'

1
1
I
3

albitealmandineapautetourmaline
27
28
29

30

Harmonyville, Vt.
Jamaica,Vt.
GlebeMtn, Vt.

Salisbury,Conn.

9 938
9.937
9.931

9.931

9632
I 625
9.62s

9.628

0306 0
0 312 - .008
0312-.008

0306-.005

chloritealmandineepidoteilmenitemagnetite
chloritealmandinestaurolite-

staurolite

ilmenitetourmaline
9.933
9 933
9 931
9 925
9 924

9 630
9.631
9 629
9 639
9 633

0 303 - .004
0 . 3 0 2- 0 0 3
0 302 - 005
0 286 + .003
0 291 - 003

36
37
38
39

Cavendish,Vt
9.922
Simpsonville, Vt.
9 919
Gassetts,Vt.
9.918
Mte Campione, Swit9 892
zerland (Harvard
Univ. (Coll. no 10489)

9.638
9 641,
9.640
9 649

0 . 2 8 4+ 0 0 1
0 278 + .004
O . 2 7 8+ . 0 0 2
O.2+3 + 0O4

40

Zillertal, Switzerland
(usNM 104643)

9 891

9 648

0 243 +

11

Pizzo Forno, Svitzerland
Willis Mtn, Va.

9 888

9.647

0 . 2 4 1+ . 0 0 1

9 832

9660

0t?2

33
34
35

42

East Jamaica,Vt.
Chester,Vt
Townshend, Vt.
Grafton, Vt.
Bear Mtn , Salisbury,
Conn.

003

0

almandinechlorite-

kyanitestaurolitcbiotiteqtartz
kyanitestaurolitebiotite-

staurolite
kyanite
kyanite
kyanite
staurolite

I
I
1
1 4
3

kyanite
kyanite
kyanite
staurolite

I
1
1,3
1, .3

staurolite

staurolite
kyanite-

kyanite

2 Measurements by Zen, Difier slightly from the values reported by Rosenfeld et a|,1958
Ref.: 1. Rosenfeldel al,,1958.
2. Ze\ el a1,.,1964.
3. This report; data measured by Zen except point 7, measured by Albee.
4. Rosenfeld, 1956.
5. Zen,1961.
6 Cady et al., 1962.
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1954a,b,1955; Rosenleld et ol., 1958; Chatterjee, 1962).This interest
was generated,in part at least, by the discovery that paragonite is a
common rock-forming mineral in highly aluminous pelitic schists of low
to medium gradesof metamorphism. Becausethe basal spacingsof the
coexistent muscovite and paragonite pairs show progressivechangesaccording to the grade of metamorphism (Rosenfeld et al., 1958), and because basal spacingsare readily measured, these parameters promise to
offer a sensitive and continuous method to monitor the grades of metamorphism of a large group of rocks.
The volume behavior of the muscovite-paragonite solid-solution
seriespresentsanother interestingprobiem. The volume-of-mixingeffect
has been studied for the alkali feldspars of high thermal state (Donnay
and Donnay,1952) and for a portion of the plagioclaseseries(Smith,
1956).Paragoniteand muscovitebelong to a chemicalsystem similar to
the feldspars, and it would be petrologically interesting to compare the
volume behavior of these solution systems. The crystal structures of
paragonite and muscovite are nearly identical. Their o and b dimensions
are approximately the samel the largest dimensional change in this
solid solution seriesis in the basal (001) spacings.Therefore, the values of
thesebasal spacings,when measuredon samplesof known chemical composition, give a first approximation to the volume behavior in this svstem.
This paper representsthe results of some new tr-ray measurements on
the muscovite-paragonite pair. Combined with similar data in the literature, a linear regressioncurve can be fitted. Such a curve leads to provisional conclusionson the volume properties of the system; the curve is
also useful in yielding minimum measuresof the metamorphic grades of
rocks that contain only one of thesemicas.
Because coexisting paragonite and muscovite commonly occur in intimate physical mixtures, it is very difficult to get single-phaseseparates
of these two mineralsin amounts adequatefor chemicalanalyses.Consequently, only scanty data exist on the correlation between the r-ray
spacingsand chemical compositionsfor this two-phasesystem. A method
has been devised whereby the phasecompositionsin such mixtures can be
estimated in partial concentrates.The method involves a combination of
extrapolation of data on mixtures, and successiveapproximation bv
means of calculated r-ray diffraction intensities. It is hoped that the application of this method will aid the eventual construction of a good
working curve for the correlation of spacingsand chemical compositions;
such a curve is essential to the understanding of the subsolidus behavior
of this system.
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ExpnnrilrBNr,r,l (E. Z. ar.rr A. L. A.)
Values for the basal spacingsof muscovite and paragonitewere measured on powder samples,using a diffractometer and Cu/Ni radiation.l
The instrumental constantsused were: scalefactor,4; muitiplier, 1; time
constant, 4 seconds;slits, 1o and 0.003"; scanning speed, ]o or $" per
minute; chart speed,I inch per minute. The (10.1) peak of quartz was
commonly used as an internal standard: its position was calibrated
against a primary thorite standard whose cubic cell dimensionshave been
measuredcarefully by Frondel (1955) and Skinner (1957). For samples
whose muscovite spacingsoverlap the (10.1) peak of quartz, either the
primary thorite or secondary fluorite standard was used.
For a few samples, it was practical to measure the spacings of the
(0010)2M2
peaks,for which Ka1 and Koz are resolved.For most samples,
however,one of the two mica phaseswas in small amounts, and the low
intensitiesof the (0010)lines made their precisemeasurementimpossible.
For these samples,therefore,the (006)zu lines were used. Becausethe
diffraction lines of the internal standardsused all lie closeto the chosen
mica lines, the use of low-anglelines is not believedto add errors to the
results.The peakswere scannedrepeatedlyin up-angledirection and the
results were averaged.The peak position is defined as that of the median
line, measuredat a number of intensity levels, and extrapolated to the
noiselevel.This method givesspacingvaluesreproducibleto 0.001A; the
individual uncertainty to be assigned to the (002)zr"r,therefore, is
+0.003 A due to measurementscatter alone.
The results of the measurementsare given in Table 1, and plotted in
Fig. 1. Where the information is available, the mineral assemblagesof
the samplesare listed in Table 1. The data points could be fitted to a line,
y:ax*b;
becauseneither the muscovite nor the paragonite spacings
couid be consideredas more nearly "correct," the true distance-to-thepoint least-squareline was calculated. The equation is
y:12.25O - 0.2634x,+ 0.006(in A)

(1)

where y:d(002)rM for paragonite and x:d(002)zr'r for muscovite and
where the values of a and b are computed by the relations
a:

coto

b :

(>yr * cot o. )x;)/n

1 Some oI the data published by Rosenfeld et atr. (1958) were measured by Rosenfeld
using a somewhat difierent technique and internal standard (diamond). We have crosschecked our results by measuring the same sample by the two methods and there appears
to be no discrepancy u'ithin the limits of experimental errors.
2 This notation will be used throughout this paper. Thus (0010)zu refers to the 10thorder basal reflection reckoned on the basis of the 2M polymorph.
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and

a: +arc.*l["",,_ 2y;z-qJ* ?{]rF",", - 1r.n",]fl
DrscussroNoF rHE Cunvn (8.2.)
The data of Fig. 1 and Table 1 show a good correlation between the
spacingsand the netamorphic grades.In general,the mica pairs with the
Iowest paragonite spacings (and correspondingly the highest muscovite
970
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Frc. 1. (002)qM spacings of coexisting muscovite and paragonite. The light dashed
lines give the width of one standard deviation according to equation (1). The heavy dashed
line, of slope -1, u'-ould be obeyed if the spacings were linear functions of the interlayer
composition in the binary system Mu-Pa, and if the solvus were symmetrical; the location
of this curve is given by equation (2). Crosses, new datal circles, data from Rosenfeld el al.
(1958); triangles, data from Chatterjee (1962), which were not used in the least-square
computations

spacings)occur in rocks which are in the biotite or even the chlorite zone
of metamorphism, although theserocks do not actually have biotite in the
mineral assemblage.The muscovite and paragonite spacings approach
each other as the metamorphic grade passesthrough the biotite, the
almandine, the staurolite, and finally into the kyanite zone. This convergenceof spacingswas pointed out by Eugster and Yoder (1955) and
by Rosenfeldet al. (1958).
The point for sample 42 is especiallyinteresting, becauseit shows the
closestapproach of the two mica spacings.The sample occurred as small
1 Conway (1945, p. 588) also derived an equation for the same least-squareprocedure
usins the correlation coefficient and standard deviations as independent variables.
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scaly booklets on kyanite blades from a quartz-kyanite rock at Willis
Mountain, Virginia; the rock was describedby Espenshadeand Potter
(1960, p. 10, 39) who first reported paragonite from this general area.
Because of the small amount of the sample, chemical analysis was not
possible,nor were the spacingsmeasuredwith as much precision as were
the others. Nonetheless,the point falls almost exactly on the regression
line. Although the position of the point suggeststhat the grade of metamorphism of the rock was considerably higher than that of any of the
other samples, the associatedmineral assemblageis clearly that of the
kyanite zone. The apparently higher metamorphic grade may be partly
deceptive.The solvus of the muscovite-paragonitepair presumably closes
with rising metamorphic grade. Therefore,one would expect the rate of
mutual approach of the basal spacingsof the two micas to increaseas the
grade rises; at higher metamorphic grades the basal spacingsshould become increasingly sensitive to small differencesin the grades of metamorphism.
If the curve in Fig. 1 is a true representation of the measured points,
then measurements of the basal spacings of either a muscovite or a
paragonite, in a rock which carries only one of these white micas, would
give a minimum estimate of the probable metamorphic grade, becausea
mica of that composition should break down into two phasesat a lower
metamorphic grade.
If the molar volume in the paragonite-muscovite system is ideal with
respect to the Na/K ratio, but the o and D dimensions are constant, and
if in addition the solvus is symmetrical, then the points in Fig. 1 should all
lie on a straight line with a slope of - 1; the location of the line, however,
would depend on the basal spacings of the pure end-members. Figure 1
shows that the departure of the points from the 45o line is systematic and
large; the difference between the regressionline and the 45o line is much
greater than could be accountedfor by errors of observation.
The assumption of fixed o and 6 dimensionsis incorrect even for micas
that Iie entirely within the binary system KAl2AlSiaOro(OH)z and
NaAIzAlSiaO*(OH), (Mu and Pa, respectively,in this paper). Radoslovich and Norrish (1962,p. 608) gave f or muscovite-6: 8.995A, and for a
paragonite synthesizedby H. S. Yoder, b:8.90 A. An analyzedparagonite from Zermatt, Switzerland (Zen et al. 196l) yielded b:8.89 A.
Burns and White (1963) reported, on the basis of some leaching experiments, that the D-dimensionof muscovite is sensitive to the nature and
amount of the interlayer atoms. The o and D dimensions contract with
increasingNa substitution for K, apparently becauseof the smaller sizeof
the Na atoms. However, exactly how the 6 dimension changesin detail
as a function of the interlaver comDosition is unknown. It seems im-
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probable that this factor should just sufficeto make the volume of mixing
zero in the binary system, and we tentatively conclude that the solvus is
asymmetrical and/or the volume behavior is non-ideal.
If equation (1) appliesto the entire Mu-Pa system,then it should vield
the basal spacing of the end member paragonite when that of the endmember muscovite is known. This Iatter value remains unsettled even for
the 2Mr polymorph. As will be discussedin a later section, however, we
estimatea spacingvalue of d:10.034 A for the (002)rMof Mu16smuscovite. Equation (1) then gives d:9.607 A for the (002)rMof Parooparagonite. The paragonite value is the same as the average of the values,
9.$7 h and 9.575 A, respectively for synthetic and extrapolated natural
paragonite (Patoo),obtained by H. P. Eugster (written communication,
1963; according to Eugster the value reported by Eugster and Yoder
(1954a)shouldbe for d (001)2M,
not for c as reported).
The scatter of the measuredpoints about the regressionline in Fig. 1
exceedsobservational uncertainties and must be explained. Five possible
explanations are ofiered.
(1) Someof the muscovite-paragonitepairs are out of mutual chemical
equilibrium. If this be true, however, the basal spacingsof the associated
mica pairs should show no consistent relation. The overall trend of Fig. 1
shows that this explanation by itself is inadequate.
(2) At least some of the muscovite-paragonitepairs may exist in par.
tial, metastable equilibrium. For instance, it may be that the chemical
potential of only one of the independent componentsis equilibrated in the
two phases.The situation is graphically represented in Fig. 2. In Fig.
2A is shown the mean molar Gibbs free energy curve of a binary twophase system that shows a simple solvus. At a particular set of external
conditions (temperature, total pressure,anro), the stable pair of phasesis
given by o and il, which possessa common tangent on the curve. Portions
of the curve to the left of a and to the right of d represent stable onephase assemblages.The segment of the curve a-d. is not realized at stable
equilibrium. However, the parts a-b and c-d,, where the curve is concave
upward (and thus stable against local fluctuations), are realizable in
metastable equilibria; the part D-c is truly unstable. The corresponding
behavior of the values of the chemical potential of each component is
depictedin Fig. 28, which is adopted from Prigogine and Defay (1954,
p. 2aI). At stable 2-phaseequilibrium (points a and d,),the values of the
chemical potential of each component are equal in the two phases. If,
however, only one of the components is equilibrated (a situation that
may be realized, for example, in some ion-exchangereactions), then the
value of this chemical potential could be higher or lower than that at
stable equilibrium. Thus, if N denotes the mole fraction and a and p de-
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note the two phases,Fig. 2B shows that the above situation corresponds
to the coupled statements
Nrd ) Nrd (stable);NP > NrP (stable),

w h e r eN r ' * N z o : 1 , N 1 p + N 2 d : 1 , a n d s u b s c r i p t s" 1 " a n d " 2 " a r e i n t e r changeableindices.
It is of course possible to achieve metastability by other mechanisms,
which may or may not be reflected by scatter of points in Fig. 1. For
instance, the system might undergo order-disorder transitions in the
interlayer and.for tetrahedral cation positions. Radoslovich (1960) sug-

Frc. 2. Schematic representation of (A), the
molar mean Gibbs free energy in a two-component
system showing a miscibility gap and (B), the
chemical potentials pt and p2, of the two components corresponding to this function. Long dashed
line: common tangent connecting the stable pair
of phases, a and d. Other symbols are explained in
the text.

gested that the tetrahedral positions of muscovite belong to two subsets
of equal abundance; on the basis of the dimensions of the tetrahedra he
calculated that one of these sets is occupied by Si only where the other set
is populated by AI and Si with equal density. It seemslikely that orderdisorder of Al and Si could occur in this subset, or even between the two
sets,which may or may not remain distinct within the Pa-Mu binary (indeed, the existenceof two sets of tetrahedral sites is not established for
paragonite). Radoslovich's work indicates that an order-disorder process
between the subsetsshould be accompaniedby rotation of the tetrahedra
and therefore by changes in the basal spacings. At this time, however,
nothing more can be said on this subject.
(3) One or both phasesof some coexistent mica pairs shown in Fig. 1
nray not be a 2M polymorph. Yoder and Eugster (1955, p. 244) showed
that the value of the fundamental 10 A spacing of synthetic muscovite
(Mutoo)dependson the stacking sequence:these authors report values of
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d o o r : 1 0 . 0 6 6A , d o o r : 1 0 . 0 0 7A , a n d d o o e : 9 . 9 9 6A , r e s p e c t i v e l yf o r t h e
1M, 2M and 3T polymorphs. Presumablyvariations of this sort are also
shown by the end-memberparagonite and for micas with intermediate
compositions.Among the coexistentmicas here reported, only sample 7
has been establishedto be of the 2M-polymorph. While most of the natural muscovite and paragonite samples (Eugster and Yoder, 1954a;
Yoder and Eugster,1955;Hurst, 1957;Zen et al. 1960)from metamorphic
rocks are of the 2M type, it is obviously not safe to rule out the effect of
stackingpol1'morphismin the scatterof points shownin Fig. 1.
(4) Cook and Rich (1962, p. 592) suggestedthat in some soils from
weathered phyllites in Virginia, random mixed layering may occur in
micas of the system Mu-Pa. Such a mixed-la1'ermineral, if verified, would

Frc. 3. Effect of addition of small amounts of the Ma component on the basal spacings
of coexistent muscovite and paragonite. For a given paragonite spacing, that of muscovite
would be greater in a Ma-bearing system than in a Ma-free s)'stem.

be difficult to treat theoreticaliy becausewe are not certain whether
mixed-layer minerals represent solutions or simple mechanical mixtures
(Zen, 1962). If mixed layering does occur, however, it obviously would
affect the basal spacings.We have noted for a few samplesa weak peak
situated about half way between the strong (006)rMreflectionsof muscovite and the coexistentparagonite; the weak peak might be a phase (a
regular 1: 1 mixed layer?) in this system,but this point cannot be verified.
Becausethe basalspacingsof muscoviteand paragonitehere reported all
show integral higher and lower order reflections,errors due to the effect of
mixed layering are unlikely.
(5) The muscovite-paragonitepair may not belong to the simple binary system Mu-Pa: certainly nautral paragonite and muscovitealways
contain other components.One of the most important of these is the
component Ma, CaAlzAlrSirOro(OH)r.Availabie data suggest that,
analogousto the feldspars, the solubility of Ma in muscovite is inconsiderable,but is important in paragonite (Rosenfeldet al. 1958; Rosenfeld,
1956).The basalspacingof margarite is closeto that of paragonite;addition of Ma to paragonite, therefore, probably does not drastically affect
its basal spaeing. flgwsver, as shown in Fig. 3, at a given metamorphic
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grade a muscovite in equilibrium with a Ma-rich paragonite should contain less Pa than one in equilibrium with a Ma-free paragonite. Addition
of limited amounts of Ma to the system thus should result in large basal
spacingsfor muscovite while affecting the spacing of paragonite but Iittle.
In Fig. 1, this fact would be expressedby having such points lying to the
right of and above the regression curve, or some lower line parallel
thereto.l
Besidesthe componentMa, other componentsmight also contribute to
the deviations of the basal spacings.Radoslovichand Norrish (1962,p.
611), in extrapolatingthe basalspacingsof muscoviteas a function of the
Fe2+, Fe3+, Mg and Ti contents, implied this efiect. More explicitly,
Ernst (1963) suggestedthat the presenceof the phengitic component,
which he defined as K(Mg, Fe2+)5Al1sSiarAI rOro(OH)2,leads to abnormally low basal spacings.If the mica contains normal octahedral but
deficient tetrahedral Al, the fact could be reflectedin alkali deficiency and
would lead to changed basal spacing. Lastly, if HaO+ occurs in the interlayer position (Table 2, sampleJ), this fact too should be reflectedin the
values of the basal spacings.How these several efiects contribute to the
scatter of the empirical points unfortunately remains totally unassessable.
Despite these many uncertainties,the very large departure of the regressioncurve from the line of unit slope (Fig. 1) suggeststhat, if variations of the dimensions in the ab plane can be ignored, then the volume
relations in the system must be strongly non-ideal. Extrapolation of
equation 1 suggeststhat the critical point of the solvus in the binary system shouldbe near a compositioncorrespondingto d(002)2M-9.70A; the
solvus is strongly asymmetrical.
Much of the present uncertainty could be removed if a compositionbasal spacing curve were available, for then it would be possibleto compute approximately the volume-of-mixing effect. With such a curve'
moreover, one would be able to compute directly a diagrammatically
correct solvusby the use of equation 1, and thus to deducethe nature of
the "binary" solvus.
CoNsrnucrroN oF A CouposrrroN-Basel
(E. Z. .rNr A. L. A.)

SpacrNc Cunvr

A preliminary linear regressioncurve for the binary two-phase system
is here presented; this curve employs nine good chemically analyzed
micas available to us which also have superior to fair r-r'ay cell dimension
1 If this be the sole or major cause for the scatter of points in Fig. 1, then the ieastsquare procedure would not be justified. This contingency, however, is here cheerfully
ignored.
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data. In addition, the curve made use of three points of considerably
lower reiiability. The addition of these three points, however, does not
significantly afiect the regressionconstants.
The data usedfor the least-squarecurve are given in Table 2.The equation is:
- 0427 Np., in A
d(002)rM: 10.03.1

(2)

The equation predictsa value for end-membermuscoviteof 10.034A and
for end-memberparagoniteof 9.607At. The data are plotted in Fig. 4.
One purposeof constructinga d-N curve (perhapsrather prematurely)
is to enableus to obtain further data by a method of successiveapproximation. The method is particularly designedfor use on 2-phasemixtures
which defy complete mechanicalseparations;it is now briefly outlined.
For a given sample, several partial separatesof muscovite and paragonite are obtained. These samples contain no other phase with K, Na
and Ca, and differ from one another in the relative proportionsof the two
mica phasesbut not in the compositionsof the individuai phases'The
fulfillment of this last condition is verified by c-ray spacing measurements, noting the absenceof any unusual features such as line broadening and line splitting that might indicate complications.The intensities
of the (004)rxaor the (006)rMlines of both micas in each mixture are repeatedly measured at the peak values and the average values are recorded. Finally, each mixture is chemically analyzed for potassium,sodium and calcium.
Next, curves relating the intrinsic (004)zn and (006)zu structure factors and the (002)znbasal spacingsare computed for the binary system.
In making the computation, the atomic coordinatesin the c* direction,
z;, in the 2:l7ayer, are thosegiven by Radoslovich(1960)for the Spotted
Tiger Mine muscovite, with its correspondinglattice spacing and composition of the interlayer atoms. The atomic scatter factors are used for
the elementsin the 2:1layer; the valuesfor the proper sin d/tr (:]d) are
interpolated from the International Tables (1962). For the elements in
the interlayer position,the ionic scatterfactorsare used.
For micas other than the sample from the Spotted Tiger Mine' a
further approximation is necessarybecauseit is not known how the zi's
vary, in terms of absoiute distances,with the interlayer composition.
Such variations surely must occur becausethe values of d(010) change
from 8.995 A for muscovite to 8.89 A for paragonite (for margarite it is
8.92 f\, accordingto Radoslovichand Norrish, 1962);presumablythe zi's
increasewith decreasingb dimensions,but in an unknown manner. These
I The equation is not affected by adding the stipulation that equation (1) should be
obeyed.
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Terr,n 2. Dara oN ANar,vzro Panaconrrr

No.

Mineral

Locality

d(002),M

A

Paragonite

Zermatt,
Switzerland

9.623

B

Paragonite

q,,-+].-li^

C

Muscovite

Gassets,
Vermont

9.918

D

Muscovite

9.950

t,

Muscovite

Methuen,
Ontario
Spotted Tiger
Mine,
Australia

tr4uscovite

G

K/(K+cu
tNa)
0.05
0.00

10.007

0.942

9.985

0.92

nthetic

Muscovite

Macon Co ,
N. C.
(USNM no.
18203)
H
Muscovite Lincoln Mtn.,
Vt. no.
LA10K)
Muscovite Salisbury,
Conn.
Three less reliable points:
j
I Paragonitel Gasseils,

9 640

Paragonite

Lincoln Mtn.,
Vermont
(LA10p)

9.640

Muscovite

Lincoln Mtn.,
Vermont
(LA10p)

9.960

Reference and comments
Zen et o1.,1960; good singlephase material
H. P. Eugster, written communication to Zen, 1963.
Rosenfeld etr aI., 1958; good
single-phasematerial. Minor Fe2+ and Mg ignored
Hurlbut, 1956
Radoslovich, 1960. No Ca
analysis reported but presumably Ca is absent
(E. W. Radoslovich, 1963,
oral communication).
H. P. Eugster, written communication to Albee, 1960
(differs from value in Yoder and Eugster, 1955).
This report; detailed data to
be published elsewhere.

0.81

This report; detailed data to
be published elsewhere.

o.737

This report; detailed data to
be published elsewhere.

011

Rosenfeld et aI., 1958. X-ray
data are good but chemical
analysis on material with
about l2/p muscovite contamination;
correctior',
based on relative intensities of the diffraction lines,
is approximate.
X-ray data good. Chemical
data based on the extrapprocedure deolation
scribed in this paper, using
F2 weighting. Unweighted
Nrtr":0.16
S a m ec o m m e n t a s a b o v e ; u n weighted Nu":0.75.

Vermont

K

,q.NoMuscovrrr

0.75
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Frc. 4. Regression curve between the (002)iu spacings and compositions of anaiyzed
muscovite and paragonite, reckoned in terms of the components Mu and Pa. Solid line,
regression using all 12 points (F'-$''eighted; Table 2). Long dashed line, regressionusing
oniy the 9 superior points. The regressioncurve for the 12 points, weighted but with the
constraint of equation (1), is identical ivith the solid line given. Squares represent the nine
superior analyses; circles, the three less precise analyses Open circles are the weighted
extrapoiated compositions, solid circies are the unn-eighted extrapolated compositions'
Please notice that the spacing plot for sample K is slightly in error.

increasesin zi cannot be simply prorated (by assuming,for instance,constant volume for the 2:llayer), becauseit would imply large distortions
for the coordination polyhedra, as pointed orrt to ZeL by E. W. Radoslovich (1963,oral comm.). Fortunately, however,the F2 value is not sensitive to small changesin zi, especiallyif these changesare in the same direction, becausethe corrections tend to cancel one another. In the absenceof a better guide, therefore,we simply assumedthat the 2: 1 layers
remained rigid in the binary system and the zi coordinates,in absolute
distances,possessthe values given by Radoslovich.
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The calculatedd(002)- F,(004) and d(002)- Fr(006) curves are given
in Figs. 5 and 6; thesecurvesare used to translate the relative intensities
of the two micas in their mixtures to relative amounts of the two phases.
The relative amounts are then plotted against the bulk composition,
K/(K*Na*Ca);
when extrapolatedto zero muscovite and zero parag,
onite, they give estimates of the compositions of each phase. The
validity of the method depends on the correctnessof the F2 computations, as well as on the reliabiiity ol the x-ray intensity measurements

Frc. 5. Calculated F,(004)zu as
a function of the d spacings of
(002)ry for muscovite and paragonite in the binary system Mu-Pa.
Radoslovich's (1960) atomic coordinates are used; the curve is also
consistent with equations (1) and
(2). See text for further details

I

.!{r39O
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| 370

t350 Ir
9.8

9.9

oes2(2M).1

and on the extrapolation procedure (see Appendix for additional comments). The problem of preferred orientation on the r-ray slide is not
seriousas both phaseshave a platy habit and only highly oriented mounts
are used. However, even for oriented samples, the x-ray technique probably cannot detect micaceousphasesin amounts Iess than 3/6 (Zen, unpubl. data) and so this much error is intrinsic. Nonetheless,at this stage
even such crude measuresare useful.
The estimatesobtainedby this techniquecould be usedto improve the
original d-N curve, and a secondcycle of refinementinitiated, and so on.
As a measureof the convergenceof the iterative method, the compositions of coexistent muscovite and paragonite from sample LAIOp were
derived this way, as detailed in the Appendix. The regressioncurve ob-
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tained by using the crude intensity ratios as direct measuresof the relative phaseamounts is identical with equation (2).
Equations (1) and (2) can be combined to yield directly the compositions of the coexistent micas, irrespective of the volume behavior of the
system. Figure 7 gives the resuits, if we assume that the equations are
applicable throughout the binary system, without the intervention of

o

Frc. 6. Calculated F'(006)sM as a
function of the d spacing of (002)rM.
The other stipulations are identical
with those for Fig. 5.

I

6to
o
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tL
96

99

tOO

rql

d 9 q 2( 2 M ) , i

phase transformations.The curve terminates at Np,=0.8, which correspondsto the critical point on the solvus. For comparison,the corresponding curve based on the assumption of a linear d-N curve and a symmetrical solvus (very nearly correspondingto the model used by Eugster and
Yoder, 1955)is given as the dashedline. The direction of asymmetry of
our curve seemsreasonable,becauseit should be easier to put a small
atom (Na) into a large hole than the converse.The asymmetry is in the
same direction, and of comparable magnitude, as that for the alkali feldspars reported by Orville (1963,p. 220).
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CouuBNrs

oN THE Sreerlnv
ReNcB or ParacoNrrE
M o R P H r cR o c r s ( 8 . 2 . )

rN MBra-

Only a few comments on the petrologic relations of paragonite will be
made. The theoretical aspects of the phase relations of paragonite in the
system KAIOz-NaA1Oz-AlzOa, in the presence of quartz and at arbitrary
values of the intensive variables T, Pr, ar'd a1rg, have been examined by
Thompson (1961).
In soils and unmetamorphosed sedimentary rocks, paragonite is rare,

,/....

.r/

,/'

t),s"

"'dk'

",'>\

z

to

o?

06

oa

r,reo ino.lr""o",.
Frc. 7. Compositions of coexistent muscovite and paragonite according to equations
(1) and (2). The curve terminates at Npn=0.8, which is the critical point on the solvus. For
comparison, the comparable curve assuming a symmetrical solvus and linear relation
between basal spacing and Mu/(Muf
Pa) is given as the dashed line; the critical point on
the solvus would be at N"":9.59.

although muscovite(iilite) is nearly ubiquitous. Cook and Rich (1962)reported paragonitefrom kaolinitic soilsin Virginia, and Bannister (1943)
reported paragonite (brammallite) from some shalesin Wales. Although
neither illite nor brammallite truly belongs to the simple binary system
Pa-Mu, these minerals probably are the same phasesas muscovite and
paragonite, respectively, and are not separated therefrom by miscibility
gaps or alternative assemblages.
Apart from these samples,the lowest grade rocks which carry paragonite, to our knowledge, are chloritoid-bearing phyllites of the biotite
zone, reported on here and by Albee (1957), Zen (1960) and Cady et al.
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(1962).The lack of paragonitein lower grade rocks may be real, because
the extensive literature on the clay mineralogy of sediments and sedimentary rocks, with rare exceptions, does not mention paragonite. Zen
(1960,p. 152) suggestedthat in quartz-bearingrocks the lower limit of
stability for this phase might be given by the alternative assemblage'
kaolinitetalbite, found in many such rocks (see,for instance,Coombs,
1954,p. 81); the latter representsa more hydrous assemblage'Na-montmorillonite might be part of another possiblealternative assemblageto
paragonite;however,this cannot be strictly true becausemontmorillonite
in sedimentary rocks generally belongs to more complex chemical systems.
Paragonitebecomesunstableat a lower temperaturethan doesmuscovite under comparable conditions (Eugster and Yoder, 1954b, p. It2);
this agreeswith the commonly observedassemblagekyanite-muscovitesodic piagioclase in schists. Everything else being equal, rocks in the
almandine and low-kyanite zonesof metamorphism might be expectedto
be the most likely hosts to paragonite.
In the schistsreportedin this paper,biotite is rare. Outstandingexceptions are the three samplesfrom Switzerland (Table 1, nos. 39,40,41).
These samplessignificantly do not have albite or chlorite. A reaction that
could sive rise to the observedassemblageis:
3chlorite
3MgsAhSloro(oH)s

*8albite
8NaAlSisos
* 5 biotite
5 KMgdtSlOro(OH):

t

5 muscovite :

5KALSLOTo(OH):
f gquartz
9 SiOz

8 Paragonite
8NaAlsSi:O'o(OH)c
*4HzO
4HrO

where for simplicity the phasesare supposedto be pure end-members.
The reaction to the right representsa net dehydration and thus is prograde.The left-hand assemblageis common among schistsin the almandine zone. The reaction is of coursemultivariant becausethe phasesin
reality representcomplex solutions;nonetheless,in rocks of appropriate
mineralogicalcomposition,upon progressivemetamorphism,a late episodeof paragoniteformation at the expenseof chlorite and albite (or the
NaAlSirOscomponentof a plagioclase)seemsplausible.As paragoniteso
far has not been reported from rocks of much higher metamorphic grade
than these samples from Switzerland, this reaction apparently occurs
shortly before paragonite becomesintrinsically unstable.
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AppnNnrx (A.L.A.)
The compositions of coexisting muscovite and paragonite were derived for sample no.
LAIOp (no. 7 in Table 1) from the Lincoln Mountain quadrangle, Vermont (Cady et ol
1962) by the method outlined in this paper. The rock is an almandine chloritoid-chloritemuscovite-paragonite-quartz-ilmenite schist, which contains no feldspar. The coexistent
muscovite and paragonite occur in distinctly difierent sizes (Rosenfeld, 1956); this fact
Tarr,B 3. CnsMrcer, lNn X-nev INrrNsrry Dere oN Varrous Mrxrunrs
Seupr.n LA10p lAllarvsr: A. D. M.q.vnrs]

No. 31
NurO
KsO
CaO
P:Os

r .4.)
4 .1 5
1.34

N o . 3 2 No. 33
2.60
4.77
0.15
017

', 7n
424
022
0 .1 9

No.34

No 35

No.36

2.07
239
0 .3 7

2.06

1. 9 3
s.09
0.12
0.11

L19

0.26
0 .1 4

lnou

Atom-per cent Na/(Naf K)[: Pa/(Pa+Mu)] :
45 3
37.5
49.2
56.9
42.2
36.6
55.3
59.9
rntensity ratio: r (004)rv (muscovite)/I (004)rM (paragonite), and average deviation
from the mean.

3.57+.71
2.78+.(X
1 . 3 9 +0 6 0 . 8 2 1 x O M2 . 6 2 + 0 1 54 . 0 + 0 . 2 . 9 3 8 + . 0 .3750 4 + . 0 4 2
Mole-per cent of phases, paragonite/(paragonitefmuscovite),
F2 values:

corrected by calculated

2 2 . 4 + 0 . 73 6 . 6 + 0 . 54 2 . 6 + t0 5 5 . 7 +1 . 4 2 8 2 + O . r2 0 . 5 + 09 5 2 . 4 + 0 . 9
59.4+1.5
enabled the partial separation of the two phases in the following manner The nonmagnetic
portion of the rock was sievedl paragonite was concentrated in the finer fraction. F'urther
concentration of paragonite from these finer fractions was achieved by panning and differential settling in water or in acetone. The various processes did not afiect the basal
s p a c i n go f e i t h e r p h a s e .
Each *-ray intensity ratio, given in Table 3, is the average of measurements on ten
acetone smear-mounts, scanned in both up- and down-angle directions. The (004)zu
intensities were used for the micas of sample LA10p, because the (10.1) line of quartz
interferred slightly with the muscovite (006)zu peak. The relative amounts of the two
phases were converted from the raw intensity ratios by using the calculated F2 values,
corresponding to the observed (002)rM spacings, as outlined in this paper. Because the
ratio F'(004)rv(paragonite)/F2(004)2v(rnuscovite) is near unity (Fig. 5), this conversion
is insensitive to uncertainties in the F2 curve.
The chemical data on the 8 mixtures used in the procedure are given in Table 3 and
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Frc. 8. Least-square Iine relating the chemical compositions of different fractions of
sample LA10p (no. 7 in Table 1) to the fractions of paragonite in the mixtures. These fractions were calculated from the o-ray intensities of the (004)zu lines and weighted by the
structure factors. CaO in the analyses was ignored because this component was probably
entirely in the apatite inclusions. Widths of the bars give the probable errors in intensity
measurements.
Fig. 8. Mixtures 31-36 were originally analyzed only for Na2O, KrO and CaO. Because of
its high CaO content, mixture 31 was then ground extremely fine, and centrifuged in a
Iiquid of 3.3 density. The heavy fraction consisted predominantly of apatite with subsidiary tourmaline. Because of this fact, the other mixtures were analyzed for PzOs.l Mixture 37 was centrifuged to remove apatite before it was chemically analyzed; interestingly
this mixture has the lou'est CaO and PzO; content. There is enough P:Os in all the mixtures
u'hich were analyzed for this component, to account for aII the CaO as fine-grained apatite
inclusions (see also Jaeger,1962,p. 5303). It is, of course, conceivable that both CaO and
PrO, are actually components in the mica phasesl however, if so, there should be a direct
correlation between the CaO content and the amount of paragonite in the mixtures, while
in fact the correlation is poor. For the present purposes, therefore, we have simply ignored
the CaO content in the extrapolatory procedure.
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